PREFACE

India is a vast nation with diverse social and cultural life styles. Indo society is heterogeneous society consisting of variety of groups based caste, region, religion, race and ethnicity. One such group of Indian soci is the tribal people. Various tribes scattered and concentrated in vari regions, divide the society in number of significant ways, si independence the policy makers have focused on the fact that this sect of the society has not been able to keep pace with the rest of the soci. The habitats and physical inaccessibility of these people has kept tf away from the developed society. The forces of change that modernization and development are trying integrated tribal people with mainstream. Tribal people have been made to accept the new and mod means to raise their standards of living and to throw off yoke of pov ignorance and backwardness due to the forces of change. Si independence various agencies of the Government as well as : Governmental organizations are helping tribal people so that these pec can enjoy the benefits of development occurring in social-economic political spheres.
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